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Introduction:  Nott Corona is within Isabella 

Quadrangle (V-50), located 3000 km south of Atla 
Regio, east of Aditi Dorsa, southwest of Wawalag 
Planitia and north of Nsomeka Planitia (Figs. 1-3). Nott 
Corona has a central depression with dimensions of 110 
x 80 km and a depth of about 250 m (Fig. 4). Nott 
Corona has been described in initial reconnaissance 
mapping of Quadrangle V-50 (e.g., [1-2]), and briefly 
discussed in [3]. Isabella (175 km diameter) is the 
second largest impact crater on Venus and has been 
characterized in detail [4].  

The region has abundant magmatic features such as 
Nott and Epon Corona, Libby Patera, Tursa Tholus, as 
well as graben-fissure systems. We have selected the 
Nott corona region for detailed (1:500,000 scale) 
geological mapping to produce a geological history that 
integrates the volcanic features (lava flows and 
magmatic centres) along with graben fissure systems, 
marking dyke swarms (c.f. [5])  

The focus of this abstract is our detailed mapping of 
the radiating graben-fissure systems in the region, and 
grouping of these into different swarms. As seen in Figs. 
2 and 3 our mapping reveals the impressive radiating 
swarm associated with Nott corona and additional 
centres (Nos. 1 and 2, in Fig. 3), and circumferential 
swarm associated with Libby Patera and Epona corona, 
as well as addition linear swarms (e.g. blue, red and 
brown, in Fig. 3) whose source is not yet identified, but 
could belong to major swarms fed from distal magmatic 
centres outside the study area.  

Future mapping in this area will focus on detailed 
mapping (1:500,000 scale) of the flows to determine 
their history, and identify their magmatic sources: 
fissure-fed from dykes (circumferential or radial) or 
from shallow collapse features [6], or from circular 
fractures associated with caldera collapse [7]. 
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Figure 1:  Regional setting of study area. 

 
 

Figure 2: initial detailed graben-fissure mapping for 
parts of the study area.  N = Nott Corona, L = Libby 
Patera, E = Epona Corona, T = Tursa Tholus, U = 
Unnamed Centre, and I = Isabella Impact Crater. Other 
impact craters are labelled in yellow font. Background 
is Cycle 1 Magellan SAR image.  NW-trending narrow 
white rectangular bands indicate missing data. 
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Figure 3: Generalized trends for some sets of graben-
fissure lineaments mapped in Fig. 1. Colours 
correspond to different generations of interpreted sets 
and interpreted to likely overlie dykes [5]. Labels same 
as in Fig. 1. Background is Left-looking Cycle 1 
Magellan SAR image. NW-trending narrow white bands 
are areas of missing radar data. 

 

 

 

Figure 4:  topographic profiles across Nott Corona. 
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